
T-cards for use in Process Management 
T-cards are a physical tool used in process management and project planning. They are typically 
used on T-card boards or T-card racks to visually represent tasks, activities, or processes in a 
clear and organized manner. T-cards are named for their T-shaped appearance, where the top of 
the "T" holds information about the task, and the body of the "T" holds information about the 
associated details or status. 

Here's how T-cards are commonly used in process management: 

1. Task Representation: Each T-card represents a specific task, activity, or process step. 
The top of the T-card typically contains a brief description of the task or activity. 

2. Details and Information: The body of the T-card contains additional information about 
the task, such as start and end dates, responsible individuals, priority level, and any other 
relevant details. 

3. Visual Management: T-cards are often color-coded to indicate different types of tasks 
or priorities. This visual representation helps teams quickly understand the status and 
distribution of tasks. 

4. Task Tracking: As tasks progress, T-cards are moved along the T-card board from one 
column to another, representing different stages of completion (e.g., "To Do," "In 
Progress," "Completed"). 

5. Collaboration: T-cards provide a physical representation of work that encourages 
collaboration and communication among team members. Team members can easily see 
the status of various tasks and understand the workload distribution. 

6. Flexibility: T-cards can be easily rearranged, added, or removed from the T-card board, 
making them flexible for adjusting to changing priorities or new tasks. 

7. At-a-Glance Understanding: T-card boards offer a quick and visual overview of the 
entire process, making it easy to identify bottlenecks, resource constraints, or tasks that 
need attention. 

8. Workflow Optimization: By analyzing how T-cards move through different stages on 
the board, teams can identify opportunities for streamlining processes and improving 
efficiency. 

9. Limitations: T-cards are a physical tool and may not be suitable for remote teams or for 
projects that involve a significant amount of digital information. 

To implement T-cards effectively in process management: 

• Define the columns/stages on the T-card board that represent different phases of the 
process (e.g., "To Do," "In Progress," "Review," "Completed"). 

• Customize the T-cards to include necessary information, such as task descriptions, 
responsible individuals, due dates, and any other relevant data. 

• Assign specific team members to be responsible for moving T-cards through the 
different stages as tasks progress. 

• Regularly update the T-card board to reflect the current status of tasks and processes. 



 
1. T-cards: Each T-card represents a specific task, project, or work item. The top section of 

the card contains details about the task, such as its name, description, due date, assigned 
personnel, and any other relevant information. 

2. Board or Wall: The T-cards are usually arranged on a physical board or wall with 
columns that represent different stages of the workflow. These columns can be 
customized based on your specific process. Common column names include "To Do," "In 
Progress," "Review," and "Done." 

3. Movement: As work progresses, the T-cards are moved from one column to the next. 
This visual movement of cards represents the movement of tasks through different 
stages of completion. For instance, when a task is initiated, its T-card is moved from the 
"To Do" column to the "In Progress" column. 

4. Limiting Work in Progress (WIP): One of the core principles of Kanban is to limit the 
number of tasks that can be in progress at any given time. This prevents overloading 
individuals or teams with too much work and helps maintain a steady flow of work 
through the system. 

5. Transparency and Communication: The T-card system provides transparency into the 
status of tasks and projects. It allows team members to easily see which tasks are 
pending, in progress, and completed. This visual representation also aids communication 
among team members and stakeholders. 

6. Continuous Improvement: The Kanban T-card system encourages continuous 
improvement by providing insights into bottlenecks, delays, and inefficiencies. Teams 
can analyze the flow of work and make adjustments to optimize their processes over 
time. 

The Kanban T-card system is particularly useful in environments where physical presence and 
visual cues play a significant role in workflow management.  

Remember that while the T-card system is a powerful tool, its effectiveness depends on the 
discipline of the team in updating and maintaining the visual board. Regular reviews and 
adjustments are essential to ensure its continued success. 
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